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Ph.D. thesis abstract: Performance/security trade–off for high–bandwidth Internet VPN gateways

In this thesis, I explore the design of a high-bandwidth IPsec gateway to secure communications between local
networks. My contributions are threefold: (i) an evaluation of commodity servers for secured communications, (ii)
IBTrack, a software that characterize ICMP behaviour of routers along a path and (iii) a demonstration of a Denial
of Services attack using ICMP againt IPsec gateways.

The first contribution shows that a commodity server lacks processing capacities to sustain 10 Gb/s networking
and ciphering. Therefore I have designed and evaluated a prototype of a new ”split architecture”, which relies on
a hardware security module and two servers. More precisely, I show that the 10 Gb/s goal is hard to reach when
using only the standards sizes and no software aggregation method, which creates jitter.

The second contribution of this thesis focuses on the network performance aspect. Given the importance of
ICMP in the Path Maximum Transmission Unit discovery (PMTUd), I developed IBTrack, a software which aims
at characterizing router’s behavior, with regards to their ICMP handling, along a path.

The third contribution of this thesis concerns the security threats when a gateway is integrated inside a
network. At the ICMP/IPsec interaction level, I show that ICMP can be used as an attack vector against IPsec
gateways by exploiting a fundamental flaw in the IP and IPsec standards: the IPsec tunnel mode overhead conflicts
with the minimum maximal size of IP packets. This leads to a Denial of Services attack using ICMP packets that
I performed on IPsec gateways.

Academic Record

2009–2013 Ph.D. in computer science (Université de Grenoble) at Inria (French national institute for research
in computer science and control) supervised by Vincent Roca (Privatics) and Jean-Louis Roch (MOAIS).

2003–2006 Master of engineering in computer science at ENSIMAG (French national engineering school in
computer science and mathematics of Grenoble).

Working experiences

2012-2013 Temporary assistant professor at Université Pierre–Mendès France - IUT2, Grenoble.
2009-2012 Ph.D. student at Inria Rhône–Alpes France - IUT2, Grenoble.
2006–2009 Engineer at Orange Business Services - ex Silicomp, and eServGlobal, Grenoble.

Development of an authentication, authorization and accounting server and framework.
Development of an SNMP forwarding server and framework (mainly in C, bits of Java).

2006 Engineering School training period at Bull, Échirolles.
(6 months) Development of a test suite (in C) for the POSIX Trace option.
2005 Engineering School training period, Gipsa-Lab (ex CIME-LIS), Grenoble.
(2 months) Development of a Linux driver for a FPGA daughterboard.
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Teaching activity

2012-2013 Temporary assistant professor at Université Pierre–Mendès France - IUT2, Grenoble.
Networking:TCP/IP over Ethernet networks (76h in 2 semesters, responsible of 1 semester) and
From signal processing to link-layer protocols (44h).
Computer architecture: Code and programmable logic device (30h) and Processor and memory architec-
ture, low-level programming (30h).
Supervision of 1 student internship (2.5 month).

2009–2012 Teaching assistant at ENSIMAG, Grenoble.
Introduction to C programming - project–based learning (82h in 2 semesters), Introduction to network
(72h in 2 semesters), Low-level programming (22.5h) and Introduction to Unix (9h) for last year students
in Bachelor of Computer Science.
Object oriented algorithmic (6h) for first year students in Master of Computer Science.

Dissemination of scientific knowledge

Oct. 2010 Fête de la science: à l’attaque des codes secrets. For high-school students.

Sept. 2009 Fête de la science: à l’attaque des codes secrets. For high-school students.

Skills

Research management Experiment design, software conception.

Programming languages C, python, shell.

Operating systems Unix (BSD, Solaris), Linux.

Tools Compiler (gcc), build system (Make), versionning tools (git, svn), LATEX.

Standards IETF RFCs, POSIX, Ethernet.

Languages English: advanced.
French: mother tongue.
German: beginner.

Extra-professional activities

2006–2013 Football (not soccer) player, captain, coach and board committee member in the ”Centaures de
Grenoble” team (french first/second division championship and european cup).

2004–2005 Ensimag board committee member, student representative.

2003–2005 Ensimag student association committee member.
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